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FOREWORD

The conceptualdifficultiesinvolvedin the quest for a normative
criterion for social choice are well-known. Arrow'scelebrated impossibilitytheoremhas taught us to be moremodest in oursearchfor
such a criterionthan earlier pioneers of the new welfare economics
had been hoping for. In the context of assessing the relative social
desirabilityof alternativeeconomicallocations,the conceptof Pareto
efficiency still stands out as the central cornerstone of normative
economics.However,since it is recognizedthat some Pareto allocations may be rather inequitable from some intuitive distributional
viewpoint, one would like to supplement the Pareto condition with
some notion of economicjustice.If possible,attempts shouldbe made
to designnotions of distributivejustice that, like the Pareto criterion
itself, are ordinal in nature and do not involve questionable interpersonalutility comparisons.This paper presents such an attempt.
I. INTRODUCTION
While a systematic review of the vast literature on normative
economicsis beyond the scope of this paper, some brief remarksregardingthe present state of the art will help put the problemof economic equity in properperspective.
When one rereadssuch classics of the new welfareeconomicsas
Bergson(1938),Samuelson(1947,1950,1956),and Graaff(1957),one
cannot help but feel how disturbingfor normativeeconomicsArrow's
(1963) general impossibility theorem really is. If Bergsonian social
welfarefunctionshad been able to satisfyArrow'sminimalconditions
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on such functions, a very powerfulanalytical concept would indeed
have become available.Significant insights to normativeeconomics
have nevertheless been provided by the social welfare function approach. But the explicit underlying (ordinal) interpersonalwelfare
comparisons (effectively ruled out by Arrow'sresult) imply that a
robust equity criterion, normatively compelling for any possible
economy,cannot be derived from this particularapproach.
The question that suggests itself therefore is whether any reasonableequitycriterion,the normativesignificanceof whichis equally
valid in any particularsociety (economy),can be advanced.
A few years ago Foley (1967) advanced the concept of fair (or
envy-free)allocationsas a reasonableequity criterion.An allocation
is said to be fair if nobodyprefersanybodyelse's bundle overhis own.
The conceptof fairnessis appealingfrom an equity viewpointin that
it treats economicagents symmetrically,is ordinal in nature, and is
free of interpersonalcomparisonsof utility. However, as shown by
Pazner and Schmeidler (1974), standard Arrow-Debreuproduction
economies may display the disturbing feature that among all Pareto-efficient allocationsnone can be found that is fair. In light of the
general acceptance of the Pareto criterion, it would be desirable to
have a concept of equity that never conflicts with Pareto efficiency
(under the standard assumptions on the economic environment).
Since the fairness criteriondoes not possess this propertyand since
there is also the questionof whetheran equity concept based on envy
can be morallyacceptablein the first place (see Rawls,1971),the issue
of defining an adequate criterionis still open.
The presentpaperintroducesa conceptof economicequity that,
as fairness,possesses an appealingsymmetryproperty,is ordinalin
nature,and is free of interpersonalwelfarecomparisons.Specifically,
an allocationis said to be egalitarian-equivalentif there exists a fixed
commodity bundle (the same for each agent) that is considered by
each agent to be indifferentto the bundle that he actually gets in the
allocation under consideration. In other words, an egalitarianequivalent allocation has the special property that its underlying
welfare distribution could have been generated by an egalitarian
economy.It is shownthat Pareto-efficientand egalitarian-equivalent
allocationsalwaysexist under (even weakerthan) the standardconditions on the economic environment. When supplemented by the
criterion,the set of Pareto-efficientallocations
egalitarian-equivalence
is thus restrictedto those allocationshaving the propertythat there
exists an egalitarianeconomy (i.e., an economy in which everybody
gets an identical bundle) in which every agent enjoys precisely the
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same welfarelevel as that experiencedby him at the Paretoallocation
under consideration.Another equivalent way of characterizingthe
set of Pareto allocations that are admissible accordingto the egalitarian-equivalencecriterion is to visualize those for which all the
underlyingindifferencesurfaceshave at least one point of intersection
(whendrawnin the same commodityspace with respect to the same
origin).

Two remarkson our approachare called for at this point. First,
note that the normativesignificanceof an egalitarian-equivalentallocationderivesfromits beingagent-wiseindifferentto the egalitarian
distributionof commoditiesin some hypotheticaleconomy.This may
bringto mind the hypotheticalcompensationtests of Kaldor (1939),
Hicks (1939), Scitovsky (1941), and Samuelson (1950) in some of
which a state of the economywas said to be better than another if in
the first state everybodycould be made better off than in the second
by suitable lump-sum transfers (without requiringactual compensation to be effected). But note that in our case the welfaredistribution is not hypothetical (only the reference egalitarian economy
conduciveto the same welfaredistributionis). Since ourinteresthere
is preciselyin the distributionalaspects of any allocation,the distributionof welfareis all-important;in the compensationtests, efficiency
was the issue so that the actualdistributionof welfarewas essentially
ignored.Potential welfare was the issue there; actual welfare is the
issue here.
The second remarkwe wish to make deals with the horizontal
and vertical equity aspects of any egalitarian-equivalentallocation
(see Musgrave,1959, for the concepts of horizontaland vertical equity). Any two individuals having identical preferences will enjoy
precisely the same welfare level in any egalitarian-equivalentallocation (since the egalitarianreferenceeconomyassignsto everybody
an identical bundle that is preference-wiseindifferentfor each individualto his actualbundle).Hence horizontalequity is satisfied;that
is, equaltreatmentof equalsis assured.For anytwo individualshaving
different preferences,the inequality in their actual bundles in any
egalitarian-equivalentallocation is limited by the requirementthat
their underlyingindifference curves (surfaces) contain at least one
common bundle (since they must meet precisely at the egalitarian
allocationof the hypotheticalreferenceeconomy).Hence a particular
notion of vertical equity is implicit in the egalitarian-equivalence
criterion;an egalitarian economy exists that would assign to each
individualthe same welfarelevel as in the actual allocation.
The main results in the present paper are as follows. The new
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concept of equity is shownto be consistent with Pareto efficiency in
both pure exchangeand productioneconomies (Sections II and V).
In the case of two-personeconomies,it is shownthat any fair allocation is also egalitarian-equivalent
(SectionIII).In the case of n-person
economies this relationship no longer holds, but it is seen that the
largerbecomesthe numberof agents, the smallerbecomes the set of
Pareto-efficientand egalitarian-equivalentallocationsin relation to
the set of Pareto allocations(Section II). It is also interestingto note
that some very naturalmaximininterpretations(justifications?)can
be given to the set of Pareto-efficient and egalitarian-equivalentallocations (Section IV).
The precise plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II the
concept of egalitarian-equivalentallocationis furtherexplained,and
its consistencywiththe Paretocriterionestablished.SectionIIIrelates
the new conceptto that of fairnessand presentsan arbitrationscheme
for allocationsbased on the new concept. Section IV discusses some
maximin interpretationsof the results and relates the present approachto Rawls'stheoryof justice. WhileSections II throughIV deal
mainly with pure exchangeeconomies,it is made explicit in Section
V that the results carryover to productioneconomies.
The MathematicalAppendicesat the end of the paper contain
the relevant definitions and statements for each section. A section
containing the proofs concludes the appendices. The text and the
appendiceshave been designedto makeit possiblefor them to be read
independently.Both the text and the appendicesare self-contained,
but the reader of the appendices should consult the text for interpretive purposes.

II. THE CONCEPT OF PARETO-EFFICIENT-EGALITARIANEQUIVALENT-ALLOCATIONS (PEEEA)

Consider a standard pure exchange economy in which externalities are absent and whereeach consumerhas preferencesoverthe
nonnegativeorthantof the (Euclidean)commodityspace that can be
representedby a continuous and monotone-increasingutility function. Given any vector of aggregate endowments, modern welfare
economicshas singled out the set of Pareto-efficient allocations (the
contract curve) as the relevant set of allocationsfrom the viewpoint
of normativesocial choice.
The problemof courseis that the contractcurve(moregenerally,
the Pareto set) contains some rather unappetizing allocations (for
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instance all those at which one individual gets everything,-or more
generallythose in whichone or some individualsdo not get anything).
The subject matter of the theory of economic equity, as we see it, is
to supplement the Pareto criterionby an ethically appealing distributional criterion,the role of which should essentially be to restrict
the set of admissible Pareto-efficient allocations.As the theoretical
justification for any equity criterion depends heavily on its being
consistent with the existing conceptual frameworkof modern economictheory,our objectiveis to presentan equity criterionthat does
not presume interpersonalwelfare comparisonsand that does not
stand in conflict with the ordinalnature of Pareto-efficiency.
For the sake of expositional simplicity, considerthe case where
there are two consumersand two commodities (but note that every
step in the argumentcarriesover to any numberof agents and commodities;see the MathemticalAppendixto this section).Supposethat
each consumer is given precisely half the total endowments. This
egalitariandistributionwill in generalnot be Pareto-efficient. Consider the ray in commodity space that goes from the originthrough
the vector of aggregateendowments.The egalitariandistribution is
representedby each man being giventhe same bundle alongthis ray.
If the egalitariandistribution is not Pareto-efficient, then (by monotonicity and continuity of preferences)moving each man slightly
up alongthe ray yields distributionsof utilities that are still feasible,
since the starting utility distribution is in the interior of the utility
possibilityset. In particular,if we simultaneouslymove each man up
alongthe commodityray in preciselythe same manner,we eventually
shall hit a utility distributionthat lies on the utility possibility frontier. This means that there exists a Pareto-efficient allocation that
is equivalentfromthe viewpointof each consumerto the hypothetical
(nonfeasible)distributionalong the ray that would give to each consumer the same bundle (which, by being strictly greater than the
egalitarian distribution of the aggregate endowments, is itself not
feasible). This Pareto-efficient allocation is thus equivalent to the
egalitariandistributionin the hypothetical (largerthan the original)
economy.

It is now clear that we can repeat this experiment along any
positive direction in the commodityspace and by so doing generate
the set of Pareto-efficient allocations, each of them having the followingproperty:thereis an egalitarianallocationin somehypothetical
economy(in whichthe preferencesof the agentsare identicalto those
of the economyunder considerationand the aggregateendowments
of some or all commodities are larger than those of the original
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economy),so that the welfarelevels in the hypotheticaleconomyare
agent-wiseequal to those of the allocationunder consideration.
The resultingset of allocationsis what we call the set of Paretoefficient and egalitarian-equivalentallocations (PEEEA in the sequel). It is a restrictionof the Pareto set of the economy to those allocations having the specified equity propertythat their underlying
utility levels distribution could have been generated by some egalitarian economy.
That this method indeed restricts the set of admissibleParetoefficient allocationsis clear, since, for instance,under strictly monotone preferencesthe "end-points"of the utility possibility frontier
(in whichsome consumersget nothing)are excluded.How substantial
the restrictionis in fact depends of course on the precise form of the
preferenceorderings.However, it is obvious that, under strict convexity of preferenceswhenthe numberof agentsis much greaterthan
that of commodities, the restriction is significant-a desirable
result.
Fromthe viewpointof the ethical appealof the concept,observe
that it is equivalentto restrictingthe set of admissiblePareto-efficient
allocationsto those for whichthe underlyingindifferencesurfacesall
meet at least once at a bundle common to all. Since each man is indifferent between havinghis actual bundle and a given bundle, that
is also indifferent from the viewpoint of every other consumer,the
concept treats agents symmetricallyin this sense.
III. PEEEA AS A FAIR ARBITRATION SCHEME FOR
ALLOCATIONS

In this section we relate the concept of Pareto-efficient-egalitarian-equivalentallocationsto that of fair and Pareto-efficient allocations.We do so by confiningmost of the discussionto two-person
economies.The specialinterestof this casestems fromits applicability
to the well-knowntwo-personbargainingproblem.We note in passing
that the searchforplausiblearbitrationschemesis verycloselyrelated
to the quest for an acceptablenormativecriterionfor the division of
economicresources;in eithercase we arelookingfor solutionconcepts
that will be deemed "fair" when all possible social environments
(preferences,resources,etc.) are consideredat the outset. The bargaining problem is usually formulatedin terms of cardinal utilities
and admits of a numberof interestingsolutions (e.g., Harsanyi-Zeuthen, 1956;Nash, 1950;and the recent workof Kalai-Smorodinsky,
1975).The case of ordinalpreferenceson whichso much of economic
theory is based, presents special difficulties and does not yet lead to
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comparablesolution concepts. The notion of a fair allocation can be
thought of as presenting a plausible way of restrictingthe set of admissiblesolutionsin the ordinalcase. Beforediscussingthe relevance
of the PEEEA concept in the present context, it thus seems appropriate to review briefly some results of the fairness literature.
Recall the definition of a fair allocation.An allocation is said to
be fair (equitable) if no individual prefers the bundle of any other
individual in the allocation over his own. In other words,a fair allocation is an allocationin which there is no envy;no individualwould
like to switch bundles with any other. A Pareto-efficient allocation
that is fair is called a fair and Pareto-efficient allocation. Fair and
Pareto-efficientallocationshave been the subject of some recent literature(Foley,1967;Paznerand Schmeidler,1974;and Varian,1974).
The main result in the present context is that while fair and Paretoefficient allocations always exist in standard pure exchange economies, they may fail to exist in standardproductioneconomies(Pazner
and Schmeidler,1974).This failureis not restrictedto the two-person
case; we shall come back to this matter later on. Hence the need for
a different normativecriterionwhich one would like, as in the case
of fairness, to be ordinalin nature and free of interpersonalwelfare
comparisons.

As arguedbelow,a majorappealof the conceptof PEEEA in the
two-personcase lies in its including all fair and efficient allocations
wheneverthey exist and importantlyin its consistencyin the general
n-person case (in the sense that Pareto-efficient-egalitarian-equivalent allocationsalwaysexist) even when fair and efficientallocations
fail to exist.
For the sake of expositionalsimplicity we shall conduct the discussion in this section in terms of two commodities.As shown in the
MathematicalAppendixto this section, the results carryoverto any
number of commodities.
Note first that if the indifferencecurves of the two individuals
(each drawnwith respect to the same originand passingthroughthe
correspondingagent's bundle) do not intersect, then the allocation
underconsiderationcannotbe fair,for, in such a case the indifference
curve of one of the agents must lie below that of the other, implying
that the first agent envies the second. Since the PEEEA restriction
of the Pareto set is preciselyvia the exclusion of all Pareto-efficient
allocations for which the indifference curves do not intersect, we
concludethat this method does not rule out any fair and Pareto-efficient allocation.
Second, observe that while the intersection of the underlying
indifferencecurves is necessaryfor any allocationto be fair, it is by
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no means sufficient. It is easy to see that if each agent's bundle lies
on the same side of the intersectionpoint (whenthe latter is unique),
it must be the case that one agent envies the other.
We conclude thus that the set of Pareto-efficient-egalitarian-equivalentallocations(PEEEA)includesthe set of Pareto-efficient
and fair allocations,and that the latter is usually a propersubset of
the former.
Comingback to the bargainingproblem,considerthe following
proposedsolution. Suppose that the preferencesin a two-personexchange economy are convex. The suggested solution is the PEEEA,
which is equivalent to the egalitarianreferencebundle lying on the
ray throughthe aggregateendowment.The choice of this ray is motivated by the fact that the particularPEEEA induced by it is fair.
To see this, note that the averagebundle for this allocation must lie
at or below the egalitarianreferencebundle, both being on the same
ray. This fact coupled with the convexity (towardthe origin) of the
indifferencecurves precludesthe possibility of envy.
It is easy to see that for any other ray, one can find convex preferences such that the resulting PEEEA is not fair.
Thus the choice of the ray through the aggregate endowment
yields a well-defined, fair, and canonic arbitrationscheme for twoperson exchange economies with convex preferences. This scheme
(i.e., selecting the PEEEA correspondingto this canonic ray) can be
appliedto any numberof agentsand commodities.In the case of more
than two agents,the resultingPEEEA need not be fair;however,the
scheme still yields a determinate distribution of welfare levels even
when the preferencesare not convex (in which case fair and efficient
allocations may fail to exist altogether). An additional justification
for the concept of PEEEA with an arbitrarynumber of agents is
provided in the next section that discusses its natural maximin interpretations.There again,the special role of the ray throughaggregate endowmentswill be broughtout.
Finally, note also that the arbitration scheme presented here
remains well defined when consideringeconomies with production;
the resulting PEEEA, however, need not be fair even in the twoperson case, since fair and efficient allocationsmay not exist in production economies.
IV. MAXIMINPROPERTIESOF PEEEA

In light of the interest in the maximincriterionfor social welfare
generatedby Rawls'sA Theoryof Justice (1971),we turn nowto some
natural maximin interpretationsof the notion of PEEEA.
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Considera ray in commodity space. For each individual choose
the utility function representinghis preferences so that the utility
level of a point on the ray is equal to its Euclidean distance from the
origin.Due to our assumptions on preferences (total, transitive, reflexive, continuous, and monotonic binary relations over the commodity space), this is a well-defined utility function. Applying the
Rawlsianmaximin social welfarefunction to these particularutility
representationsyields a Pareto-efficientallocation (whichis unique
if strict convexity of preferencesis also assumed). This allocation is
egalitarian-equivalent;all the individualsobtain equal utility levels,
and a correspondingegalitarianbundle is located on the ray at a distance from the origin equal to the common utility level. Thus, the
applicationof Rawls'smaximin principleleads to a Pareto-efficient
allocation that for each individual is indifferent preference-wiseto
the egalitarian allocation in some hypothetical economy. Stated
somewhat differently, the PEEEA notion is consistent with the
maximin principle.
A differentwayto relatethe conceptof PEEEAto Rawls'stheory
of justice is the following. Suppose that individuals in a Rawlsian
originalposition have to decide about the distributionof some vector
of aggregateendowments.As shownin Paznerand Schmeidler(1976),
these individuals will unanimously agree on the egalitarian distribution of resources.One problemwith this solution is that it usually
will not be Pareto efficient. But if it is assumed that people in the
originalposition accept the principle of Pareto efficiency, the egalitarian contractcan be taken to mean that only Pareto-efficient allocations that could have been generated utility-wise by egalitarian
economies (i.e., only PEEEA) are admissible.This suggests that the
notion of PEEEA is consistent with social choices in the originalposition. We shall returnto this point later on.
Returningto the method of calibratingthe utilities in orderto
apply the maximincriterion,we believe that some remarksseem appropriate.First, whenevera particularray is considered,the choice
of the Euclidean distance as a measureof utility is immaterial,since
if the same monotone-increasingtransformationis applied to all the
utility functions, the maximin solution remains the same. The essential restrictionis that given a consumptionbundle along this ray,
all the agents are supposed to assign an identical utility level to this
consumption bundle. Thus, the choice of a ray, together with this
"commonutility" supposition, implies a particularmethod of interpersonalutility comparisons.It should be clearthat the entire set of
PEEEA is generatedby letting the ray along which utilities are cali-
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brated vary across all positive directions. So, the choice of the ray
dictates the final outcome.
The raypassingthroughthe aggregateendowmentis of particular
significanceas it also passes throughthe average(egalitarian)bundle
in any allocation.In view of the previouslymentioned result that individualsin a Rawlsianoriginalposition will agreeon the egalitarian
distributionwhere each gets the vector of averageendowments,the
choice of the ray passing through this vector can be rationalizedin
terms of the revealedpreferencesof individuals in the originalposition. The welfareexpectationsof all the partiesto the social contract
being preciselyreflectedby the vectorof averageendowmentsmakes
it appropriateto calibratepreferencesin this particularway.Agreeing
on the PEEEA correspondingto this choice of ray (i.e., applyingthe
maximincriterionto this specific way of comparingutilities) is then
a naturalsolutionfromthe viewpointof the Rawlsianframework.This
also completes our discussion of the previous section where we suggested this particulararbitrationscheme for general n-person economies.

It may be worthwhileto note that the argumentof the previous
paragraphregardingthe calibrationof utilities by the averagebundle
can be used to rationalizethe commonpracticeto base welfareevaluations on economicindexes (cost of living, per capita consumption,
or income,etc.) that are constructedon the basis of averageeconomic
bundles. To the pragmaticreasonsunderlyingthis implicit choice of
"utilitynumeraire"one can add the analyticaljustificationprovided
above.
We concludethis section by noting that while the maximin criterion cannot by itself rule out any particularPareto-efficient allocation on a priorigrounds,the majorappeal of the PEEEA concept
lies in its doing so in a plausibleway. In the absence of explicit interpersonalutility comparisons,the maximincriterionis entirely inoperative. The notion of PEEEA, on the other hand, is devoid of any
such comparisons,sincethe set of allocationsinducedby it is invariant
under any admissiblerepresentationof the agents'preferences.This
last remarkshouldnot be confusedwith the fact illustratedabovethat
undera particularmethod of interpersonalcomparisonsany PEEEA
can be generatedby means of the maximin criterion.
V. PEEEA IN ECONOMIES WITH PRODUCTION

As mentioned earlier,the present paper is partly motivated by
the fact that fair and Pareto-efficient allocationsmay fail to exist in
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standard Arrow-Debreuproduction economies. Since Pareto efficiency is too convincing a criterionto be given up lightly, the basic
purposeof the paperis to presenta new notion of equitythat does not
conflictwith efficiencyin productioneconomiesas well.In this section
oursole intentionis to showthat the conceptof PEEEA is well defined
even in the presenceof production.All the resultsthat werepresented
for exchange economies (with the obvious exception of the fairness
result of Proposition6 in the MathematicalAppendixto Section III)
carryover to productioneconomies.
As usual, describe the production possibilities of the economy
by the set of technologically feasible production plans. This set,
combined with the aggregate initial endowments (including labor
services,capital goods,etc.) defines the set of feasible final aggregate
bundles (assumedto be closed and bounded).Due to the presence of
different labor (leisure) services and nonfinal-consumptiongoods,
it is customaryand reasonableto weakenthe monotonicity assumption on preferencesto weak monotonicity (and local nonsatiation).
However,we add an assumption of utility connectedness across the
agents. Specifically,we assume that wheneveran agent is not at his
minimumwelfareposition,it is possibleto increasethe level of welfare
of any other agent (by directtransferof commoditiesor indirectlyvia
production).Thus, existence and maximinpropertiesof the PEEEA
are maintained.
Two special points concerning the choice of a ray are worth
noting. First, rays along which the labor services (leisure) are not in
equal proportionscould be excluded.This may be rationalizedby the
implicit assumptionthat each agent derivesutility only fromhis own
labor services (whichis interpretedas leisure) so that the quantities
of the labor serviceswith which he is not endowedare immaterialto
him; (this observationis also part of the reasonfor droppingthe strict
monotonicityassumptionon preferences).And if we want the egalitarian-reference-bundlesto be truly egalitarian,we would like them
to contain equal amounts of labor services (i.e., equal consumption
of leisure) as well as equal amounts of final commodities.
The second point concerningthe choice of a ray is the following.
If we choosea raypassingthrougha particularfeasiblefinal aggregate
bundle, the averagebundle of a correspondingPEEEA need not lie
on the sameray.Thus the existenceof a canonicray (i.e.,a ray passing
and the averagebundle
throughboth the egalitarian-reference-bundle
of a correspondingPEEEA) is not obvious.However,an application
of a fixed point argument(as shown in the Appendix) yields the existence of the desired canonicray. But if only rays along which labor
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services are in equal proportionsare considered,such a canonic ray
may not exist.
MATHEMATICAL APPENDICES

Mathematical Appendix to Section II

Let T denote the (finite) set of agents in the economyand let R+
denote the nonnegativeorthant of the Euclideanspace of dimension
1,the set of commoditybundles.Each t in T has a preferencerelation
>t on R1, which is assumed to be total, transitive, continuous, and
monotonic (i.e., for all x, y, z in R 1 the following hold: x > t y or y >'t
andy >,-tz implythatx >t z; the sets {x' eR Ix', tx} and
x; x
,x' e R+Ix >t x'} are closed in R , and x - y andxx y imply that x

>t y, whereinequalitiesbetween vectors in R1 hold coordinate-wise

by definition, and the relations >t and -t are induced by >"tin the

usual way).
The economy is formallydefined as the vector (T, R I, tIteT,
w) wherew is an aggregate,initial commodityvector, w > 0, w E R+.
The equity problem is that of dividing w among the members of T.
An allocation is a T-list of elements of R1 whose sum is smallerthan
or equal to w. An allocation is denoted by {xtIt,T or simply lxt}. An
allocation lxt} is Pareto-efficient if for any other allocation {yt} the
implication,
IV
( t G T, yt -t Xt)
tt
T, Yt > t xt)
holds.
DEFINITION. An allocation {xtj is said to be egalitarian equivalent
if there is a bundle z in R so that for all t in T, z -t xt; such a

vector z is called an egalitarian-reference-bundle.

In particular,the constant allocation {Yt where for all t, Yt =

wil TI is egalitarian equivalent. First, the following results are es-

tablished.
PROPOSITION1. For everyx > 0 in R 1 there is a positive realnumber

T so that there exists a Pareto-efficient egalitarian-equivalent
(i.e.,
allocationIxtIwith rYbeingthe egalitarian-reference-bundle
for all t in T, rx -t Xt).
For the next result the strict convexity assumption is used:For

all t in T, all x, y e R1 and all O < r < 1, if x 5z y and x >t y, then rx
+ (1-r)y >t y. We then have the straightforward result.

PROPOSITION2. Under the assumptionof strict convexity,for every

egalitarian bundle there is at most one Pareto-efficient
allocation.
The followingtechnical result is needed for the sequel:
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PROPOSITION3. Let there be given a convergentsequence(n) in RI

with a limit x-> 0 and suppose also that Yn> 0 for all n. Denote
by T (and T)the real number correspondingto Yn(and x) via
Proposition 1. Then one has n rT.
-

Denote by P the set
{x

R' Ix >0

and

E

xi

{rxE R+'IXY
and denote by RP the set of egalitarian-reference-bundles:
e P andr-correspondsto x-via Proposition1}.As a simpleconsequence
of Proposition3, one has that RP is homeomorphicto P. Furthermore,
if RP is a bounded set, then the homeomorphism,as well as Propositions I and 3, can be extended to P, the closure of P in R , and RP
correspondingly.Next denote by ARP the set of allocations,each of
to somebundle
them beingPareto-efficientand egalitarian-equivalent
in RP, By Propositions 1, 2, and 3 we have
PROPOSITION4. Under the strict convexity assumption the correspondencethat appliesPareto-efficientx-equivalentallocations
to each x-in RP is a well-defined continuous function from RP
onto ARP.
However,note that the functionof Proposition4 is not one to one;
one may have two distinct bundles in RP yielding the same Paretoefficient-egalitarian-equivalentallocation in ARP. As an example,
considera two-person,two-commodityeconomywith aggregateinitial
endowment.(3,3) and a Pareto-efficientallocation{(1,1), (2, 2)}.The
corresponding preferences are represented by symmetric utility
functions,ui(x) = x 1x2, u2(x) = x 1 + x 2. The symmetryof the utility
functions implies that any allocation with values on the diagonal is
Pareto-efficientand that if two indifferencecurvesmeet off-diagonal,
they meet twice.As the consequenceof this example,it is not truethat
ARP is homeomorphicto P. Nevertheless,it is intuitivelyobviousthat
the set of Pareto-efficient-egalitarian-equivalentallocations is of
dimension1- 1 at most,whereasthe set of Pareto-efficientallocations
is homeomorphicto the simplex in R ITI (i.e., of dimension ITI - 1).
This last assertionappearsin the book by Arrow-Hahn(1971,Ch. 5),
which also includes all the technical tools needed for following the
presentdiscussion;the topologicalcharacterizationof ARP is outside
the scope of this paper. In any event, when the number of agents is
large relative to the number of commodities, the restriction of the
Pareto-set induced by the egalitarian-equivalent requirement is
significant;relatively few Pareto-efficient allocations are not ruled
out as being inequitable.
Mathematical Appendix to Section III
An allocation {xt is fair, by definition, if for all t and t' in T: xt
"t

Xt'.

hold:

In the case of a two-person economy, the following results
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PROPOSITION5. In a two-personeconomy a fair allocation is egali-

tarian equivalent.
The preferencerelation of agent t is said to be convex if in the
definitionof strict convexityin the previousMathematicalAppendix,
the relation >t is substituted for by >t.
PROPOSITION6. In a two-personeconomywith convex preferences,

if the egalitarian-reference-bundlelies on the ray through the
aggregateendowment,the correspondingPEEEA is fair.
Mathematical Appendix to Section IV
Given x > 0 in R' and t in T, we define the utility function ut
representingthe preferences>t of agent t as follows:for any x in Rl,
let sY be the unique point on the ray through x indifferent to x according to the preferences of agent t (i.e., sY -Btx). Ut (x) is then equal,
by definition, to the Euclidean norm of so-.It is obvious that this ut
is a well-defined continuous utility function representingthe preferences >t.

0 in RI, let lUtIt, T be the list of utility
functions defined above. The problemof maximizingover allo-

PROPOSITION 7. Given x- >

cations {yt}the minimum over t in T of ut (yt) has as the solution

of PEEEA of Proposition 1.
Mathematical Appendix to Section V
The set of technologicallyfeasible productionplans is denoted
by K, (K c R 1).As usual, if z e K, then the negative coordinatesof
z denote inputs, and the positive coordinatesof z denote outputs.Let
W = {w+ K} n R 1 denote the feasible aggregatefinal consumption
vectors.It is assumedthat W is a compact set with a nonempty interior. As previously, free disposal is also assumed; i.e., x < y e W
implies that x E W.
In this section we relax the monotonicity assumption on preferences,and it is only assumedthat for all t in T and for all x, y in R :
x > y implies that x >t y.

We furtherassumethat the economysatisfies a so-calledutility
connectedness assumption:for any allocation lxt and agent t' in T,
if xt, X 0, then there is an allocation {yt} so that for all t # t', Yt >t
xt.

PROPOSITION8. Propositions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 carry over to an

economywith productionas defined above;strict convexity for
an economy with production means strict convexity of the set
W in addition to strict convexity of preferences.
Note that in Propositions1 and 7 convexityof preferencesis not
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assumed.Hence the correspondingresults for an economywith production do not requireconvexity either.
PROPOSITION9. If the preference relation of each agent t in T is

convex and the set W is strictly convex, then there is a PEEEA
for which the average bundle and the egalitarian-referencebundle lie on the same ray.
Rememberthat W is strictlyconvexin R if for all x and y in W,
x 5 y, (x + y)/2 is in the interiorof W (relative to R').
Mathematical Appendix: The Proofs

This section includes proofs, schemes of proofs, and hints for
proofs of the propositions stated in the previous subsections. The
notations are those of the previousappendices.
Proof of Proposition 1. Set C = {r > 0 }there is an rx--equivalent
allocation). The set C is nonempty, since xt = Yr/I TI, for all t in T,

defines an egalitarian-equivalentallocationwheneverry _ w and r
> 0. (Existence of such an r is obvious, since w > 0.) It is bounded,
since monotonicityof preferencesimplies that there is no rx--equivalent allocationwhenrY> w. (Herethe fact that x > 0 is usedto assert
the existence of such an r.) Let Tbe the l.u.b. of C (sup C). Because
of the compactness of the set of allocations and the continuity of
preferencesT E C.
To complete the proof, one has to show that an rx-equivalent
allocation is Pareto-efficient. Denote by {xt}an rx-equivalent allocation,and suppose,per absurdum,that thereis an allocation{yt}with
Xt 'forall t and yt >t xt for some t. Because of our monotonicity
assumption there is another allocation, say {zt}, so that zt >t Xt for all

Yt

t in T. By continuity (and monotonicity) there is, for each t in T, a
positive.number st so that zt - (T+ st)x. Setting s- = mint st and
applying once again monotonicity and continuity, we get an
Q.E.D.
(r + s-)x-equivalentallocation-a contradiction.
The proof of Proposition 2 is well-known.Existence of two distinct Pareto-efficient allocations that have identical utility representation (same referencebundle) contradictsstrict convexity. The
proof of Proposition 3 is similarly straightforward.It only requires
the continuity of agents' preferencesand the compactnessof the set
of allocations.As mentionedin the MathematicalAppendixto Section
II the combinationof Propositions 1, 2, and 3 yields Proposition 4.
The proof of Proposition 5 is also immediate. If the two indifference surfaces {x e R+ Ix -i xi}i = 1, 2 (where {X1, X2} is the fair allocation of the Proposition) do not meet, then one is above the
other-a contradictionto the assumptionthat {x1,x2} is envy-free.
Proof of Proposition 6. Denote by x the reference point of the
allocation(on the rayfromthe originthroughw). Except in the trivial
case when xi = x2 = x = w/2 (which is fair) the inequality x > w/2
holds, which implies, in turn, the relations xi

If, per absurdumx1 >2 X2 (or x2 >1

Xi),

-i

x >i w/2 for i = 1, 2.

then by convexitywe get x1/2
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+ x2/2 = w/2 >2 x2 (or w12 >1 xl)-a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
The proofs of Propositions 7 and 8 are very simple and do not

requireany new ideas; hence, they are omitted.
Proof oLProposition9. SetS = 1tTXt | Ax} is a Pareto-efficient
some x in S}, and S is the convex hull of
allocation),S = i/lxH forO
S. Since S is compact,so is whereS denotesthe set of raysto which
the average bundles of efficient allocations belong. We define an
upper-semicontinuouscorrespondenceF: 9 ) a fixed point of
which is a ray that satisfies the conclusionof Proposition 9. For x in
S we define F(x) to be the set of averagebundles correspondingto
PEEEA's with reference-bundleon the ray through x. It is obvious
that the existence of a fixed point of F concludes the proof of the
Proposition.We shall checkthe conditionsof Kakutani'sfixed-point
theorem.The set 9 is compactand convexand FG() c &. It is equally
obvious that F(x) is a convex set for all x E 9 and that Proposition
1 (and the correspondingpart of Proposition 7) can be extended in
our case to upper-semicontinuouscorrespondenceinstead of the
continuous function in case of strictly convex preferences. (Again,
Arrow and Hahn, 1971, Ch. 5, can be consulted for the technical
details.)
Q.E.D.
TEL-AVIV UNIVERSITY, ISRAEL
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